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Q1: BTC -48.9% Market -56.8%
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January - Party like it’s 1999
●

XRP rallies 13x between the 11th of December and the 7th of January.

Source: NY Times

Source: CoinMarketCap

Source: Reddit
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●

Most conversations are about which altcoin will be listed next on Coinbase or Binance. Plenty of investors anticipate
the so-called ether ”ﬂippening” to occur shortly.

●

The “herd is coming” narrative based on potential imminent inﬂows from institutions is too hard to resist.

●

However, alongside a $500mln hack at Japan based Coincheck, rumours of cryptocurrency trading bans in South Korea
& Japan - where markets are most heated - are starting to worry markets.
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February - Mt Gox is doing it again
●

Bitcoin is already 50% oﬀ the highs. Investors start realizing the problem might be a little bit bigger than thought as
various insiders have been selling at a rapid pace.

●

The trustee in charge of the Mt Gox bankruptcy - Mr. Kobayashi - sold 40,000 bitcoins between December and February
to start repaying creditors.

●

Citing potential conﬂicts of interest, Charlie Lee - creator of Litecoin - sold in December its entire stake in what is
probably the best sell in the history of crypto markets.

●

In June, a Chainalysis report reveals that long-term investors sold $30bn to speculative investors between December
2017 and April 2018.

18th Dec: 2,000 BTC
17th Jan: 8,000 BTC

31st Jan: 2,000 BTC

Charlie Lee sells

22nd Dec: 6,000 BTC
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Source: CoinMarketCap

5th Feb: 18,000 BTC

Source: CoinMarketCap
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March - the ICO euphoria peaks with Telegram & EOS
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●

In March, Telegram raises $1.7bn quickly followed by EOS which completes a year long $4bn ICO in June - the largest on
record.

●

Despite the initial 50% market correction, the ICO complex is still functioning as prospects of quick gains through
“ﬂipping” are still on the table. It’s then mostly a game of public sale, pre-sale and pre-pre-sale rounds.

●

Valuations for early stage projects of $100mln+ are the norm.

Source: TokenData

Source: TokenData
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Q2: BTC -8.2% Market -2.3%
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April - The consecration of stable coins
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●

Founded by three Princeton alumnis and supported by a very impressive investor lineup, Basis (formerly Basecoin)
raises $133mln to build an algorithmic central bank.

●

In a short period of time, $300m+ of funding goes into over 50 stable coin projects globally.

●

Two reasons explain the market enthusiasm for stable coins: bitcoin is too volatile to be currency and the market is
structurally worried about the fate of Tether.

●

We recently wrote on the topic in Diar - bitcoin’s volatility should naturally subside over time as market
infrastructures improve and the asset class matures.

●

One important lesson for the future: not everything is here to stay! Even Tether which looked too big to replace is
on the way out. The race for the domination of the $ pegged segment is well under way - USD Circle, Gemini USD,
True USD, PAX and DAI already have a $700m+ market cap combined versus $1.9bn for Tether.

Stable coin

$ raised (mln)

Date

Basis

133

Mar 18

USDC / Circle

110

May 18

Terra

32

Aug 18

Saga

30

Mar 18

TrueUSD

22

Jun 18

Maker

15

Sep 18
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May - Travel & arrive at Consensus
●

The run into the New York Consensus conference (14th-16th of May) is probably the only time this year where the market
feels strong.

●

Altcoins are still very much in ﬂavor. The main investment themes are scalability, stable coins & privacy.

●

Bitcoin rallies 30% into the event with the broader market nearly doubling (+80%).

●

Multiple partnerships and projects are announced at the conference but market is not impressed and peaks. In particular,
the “wall street money is coming” narrative is starting to show signs of fatigue.
14th May: NY Consensus
conference

Source: CoinMarketCap
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Source: CoinMarketCap
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June - Ether is not a security
●

The stance of the SEC regarding whether cryptocurrencies should be classiﬁed as securities or utility tokens is a new
focus point for crypto markets.
“Based on my understanding of the present state of ether, the ethereum network and its decentralized structure, we believe current oﬀers
and sales of ether are not securities transactions” Bill Hinman - the SEC’s Commission Director of Corporate Finance - 14th of June
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●

Also - pre-product ICOs marketing themselves as selling utility tokens are deemed securities. Once the network has
launched and is decentralized “enough”, the tokens are not securities. In other words, ether was a security initially but is
not one anymore.

●

This marks the end for good of the ICO party and paves the way for new distribution methods like airdrops.
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Q3: BTC +3.5% Market -13.3%
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July - Bitmex takes the exchanges’ crown
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●

On the 24th of July, BitMEX has its record day with its main instrument - the bitcoin XBTUSD perpetual swap - trading
$8bn+ in a single day.

●

Exchanges were previously dominated by physical trading with Coinbase & Binance leading.

●

The market correction outlines the value proposition of derivatives instruments. In hindsight, it’s quite natural futures
became the most favoured product in 2018 as they allow to hedge & short - a feature quite powerful in a falling
market!

Source: BitMEX, TradingViews, CoinMarketCap

Source: BitMEX
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August - is Wall Street ﬁnally coming?
●

Renewed prospects of a bitcoin ETF brieﬂy excites the market pushing the price of bitcoin up 30% at the end of July.

●

The SEC is still particularly concerned over price manipulation
and quickly tempers investors’ enthusiasm.

●

The SEC hard deadline for the CBOE ETF approval is on the
27th of February 2019.

●

The announcement of Bakkt on the 3rd of August - owned by
prominent exchange ICE - fails to lift the market and is a bad
omen for the rest of the year.
Source: Google Trends

9th of July:
CBOE ﬁles ETF
application

7th of August: SEC
delays CBOE bitcoin
ETF decision

26th of July:
Winklevoss’s ETF
denied by SEC
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Source: CoinMarketCap

21st of September: SEC delays
bitcoin ETF again

22nd of August: SEC rejects 9
bitcoin ETF proposals
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September - the ICO complex implodes
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●

With no major deal like Telegram or EOS to oﬀset the slowdown, ICO activity experiences a rapid fall in Q3.

●

Ether which exhibits high correlation to the amount of ETH raised by ICO projects sells oﬀ 50% in Q3.

●

ICO teams in need of funding most likely amplify the sell oﬀ by liquidating their holdings. Lack of risk management of
treasury holdings becomes very visible.

●

With Constantinople, the Ethereum community quickly agrees mid-September to reduce the block reward by one third
which contributes to stabilize the price. It raises questions on the Ethereum governance system and whether it is truly
decentralized.

Source: CoinMarketCap

Source: TokenData

*EOS ICO amount has been split across 12mths
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Q4: BTC -47.1% Market -50.5%
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October - Volatility has disappeared
●

October is an extremely slow month with anemic volumes. One-month realized volatility of bitcoin comes oﬀ to a three
year low of 16% - equivalent to a 0.85% daily move, less than S&P500.

●

In comparison, bitcoin moved 8.68% a day on average in December 2017.

●

Despite its small size, the options market reacts accordingly and pushes implied volatility to record lows.

●

Investors capitatulate on the rally and mostly sell calls which impact the probability distribution of the bitcoin price
signiﬁcantly.

Source: skew.
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Source: skew.
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November - miners can’t take the pain anymore
●

Despite the price fall, bitcoin hash rate is expanding rapidly from January to October. Miners are ﬁghting the market by
making countercyclical investments which make most of them unproﬁtable.

●

Assuming average cost of electricity of 0.05$/kWh and 200mln kWh spent daily to power the Bitcoin blockchain, the
average breakeven without hardware cost at the start of November is $5,000 per BTC.

●

An aggressive mid-November bitcoin sell-oﬀ brings the ﬁnal blow and triggers an hash-rate correction. Bitmex Research
estimates that 1.3mln Bitmain S9 miners have been turned oﬀ in November.

●

Investors are starting to worry about the fate of the most prominent miner of all - Bitmain - which tried to IPO earlier in
the year and lost its shirt in a Bitcoin Cash ego battle as it owned 5% of the total supply.

Source: Bitinfocharts
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Source: skew.
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December & beyond
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●

In the last three months ICO teams, investors and miners
successively capitulated. The remaining block to be tested will
probably be early adopters that entered bitcoin < $1,000.

●

It’s not all bad for crypto markets either with important
developments this year on technology, regulation, market
infrastructure and integrity.

●

The value proposition of cryptocurrencies remains intact
compared to a year ago. In hindsight, the frenzy of Q4 2017 did
more harm than good and with a more mature ﬁnancial
infrastructure it would probably never have happened.

●

The market sell-oﬀ showed two problems that will need to be
addressed:
○

corporates of the crypto economy - miners, exchanges,
treasuries - need hedging solutions to navigate the
inevitable booms and busts of this young industry. This
will be a focus area for skew.

○

the natural selling ﬂow from mining is not being oﬀset
by natural “consumption”. More mainstream adoption is
needed and we are excited by developments related to
the lightning network in particular!

Source: p2sh.info
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About skew.
⇒ Lack of tailor-made hedging and investment products are preventing the cryptocurrency economy from growing.
⇒ Derivatives, options in particular, are the proven solution. Options are virtually non-existent in cryptos.
⇒ Founded by two derivatives traders in London, skew. aims to become the crypto derivatives power house.
⇒ Our strategy

Build Awareness
The leading source of data and
analytics for cryptocurrency
derivatives: www.skew.com

Q4 2018

2019

Taking on Wall Street
Become the leading structured
products house.

Future
Institutional grade products
Roll out a full suite of advanced
analytic products.
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Disclaimer
This presentation is a property of Skew Ltd and is intended for informational purposes only. The views expressed
herein are not and should not be construed as legal or investment advice or recommendations. Investors should do
their own due diligence, with consideration given to their speciﬁc ﬁnancial circumstances, investment objectives, and
risk tolerance before investing. The individuals contributing to this presentation have positions in some or all of the
assets discussed. This presentation is neither an oﬀer, nor the solicitation of an oﬀer, to buy or sell any of the assets
mentioned herein.

Contacts
E-mail: contact@skew.com
Twitter: @skew_markets
Website: www.skew.com
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